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Why do we need quality control?
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NGS sequencing generates highly accurate data, but can have few types of errors: 
- Contamination with adapters 
- Technical duplication in the library 
- Failure at specific parts of the flowcell 
- Amplification bias - PCR duplicates  

…

… Because sometimes things can go wrong

FastQC
- A tool to generate reports based on sequencing quality 

information from FASTQ or SAM/BAM files 
- Command line and interactive mode 
- Outputs an html report and a .zip file with the raw 

quality data 
- Quick look at the potential problems with your 

experiment



Unaligned sequence: FASTQ
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Quality scores come after the "+" line

Quality Q is proportional to -log10 probability of 
sequence base being wrong e

Encoded in ASCII to save space: 

Used in quality assessment and downstream analysis



Probability of incorrect base calls
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Phred Quality Score Probability of incorrect base call Base call accuracy

10 1 in 10 90%
20 1 in 100 99%
30 1 in 1000 99.9%
40 1 in 10,000 99.99%
50 1 in 100,000 99.999%
60 1 in 1,000,000 99.9999%

https://hbctraining.github.io/Intro-to-rnaseq-hpc-orchestra/lessons/06_assessing_quality.html

Quality scores come after the "+" line

Quality Q is proportional to -log10 probability of 
sequence base being wrong e
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FastQC - basic statistics

Simple information about input FASTQ file: its name, type of quality score encoding, 
total number of reads, read length and GC content.



FastQC - summary
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Per base sequence quality
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mean quality score

median quality score
inner-quartile 
range for 25th to 
75th percentile



Per tile sequence quality
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Per sequence quality scores
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Per sequence content
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% of bases called for each of the four nucleotides 
at each position across all reads in the file.



Per sequence GC content
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Plot of the number of reads vs. GC% per read.

Theoretical distribution
Data distribution



Per base N content
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Percent of bases at each position or bin with no base call, i.e. ‘N’.



Sequence length distribution
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Sequence duplication level
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Percentage of reads of a given sequence in the file which are present a 
given number of times in the file. 



Overrepresented sequences
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- List of sequences which appear more than expected in the file. 

- Only the first 50bp are considered.  
- A sequence is considered overrepresented if it accounts for ≥ 0.1% of the total reads. 

https://rtsf.natsci.msu.edu/genomics/tech-notes/fastqc-tutorial-and-faq/



Adapter content
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Cumulative plot of the fraction of reads where the sequence library adapter 
sequence is identified at the indicated base position. 



Kmer content
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Measures the count of each short nucleotide of length k (default = 7) starting at 
each positon along the read. 



Common problems with quality
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Drop in sequence quality towards 3’end of a read



Common problems with quality
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Phasing 
the blocker of a nucleotide is not correctly removed after signal detection. In the 
next cycle no new nucleotide can bind on this DNA fragment and the old 
nucleotide is detected one more time.  

From now on this DNA fragment will be 1 cycle behind the rest (out of phase), 
polluting the light signal that the sequencer's camera has to read.

https://www.ecseq.com/support/ngs/why-does-the-sequence-quality-decrease-over-the-read-in-illumina
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Artefact removal: when the quality needs to be increased

If we want to accurately align as many reads as possible, we may remove unwanted/noisy 
information from our data, eg:

Poor quality bases at read ends Leftover adapter sequences Known contaminants (strings 
of As/Ts, other sequences)

Today we will use Cutadapt to perform quality trimming of our sample dataset. 



Sequencing data repositories
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https://www.nature.com/sdata/policies/repositoriesMore about recommended data repositories:
Data downloading: https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browse/read-download  
                         https://sites.psu.edu/yuka/2016/04/07/how-to-use-sra-toolkit/ 

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browse/read-download
https://sites.psu.edu/yuka/2016/04/07/how-to-use-sra-toolkit/


Still lost?
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Bioinformatics forums and 
discussion groups:

http://seqanswers.com

https://support.bioconductor.org

https://www.biostars.org

Package manual, GitHub

Google!
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Let’s practice!


